Abstract: Aborigine is the indigenous people of Australia who have attempted to oppose the proposal for South
INTRODUCTION
The issue of indigenous peoples has caught the world's attention since the General Assembly adopted the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples on 13 May 2016. 4 There are two different types of nuclear dump proposed in South Australia: low-level waste and high-level waste. This paper will talk about the high-level one. While the low-level waste is proposed to dump medical material from hospitals and universities in the Flinders Ranges (the largest mountain range in South Australia), the high-level one is aimed to host Australia as an international nuclear dump for a uranium plant, a fuel fabrication plant, and a nuclear waste repository. See N, Gage, 'Flinders ranges Communities divided over whether to host Australia's planned nuclear waste dump', ABS News, < http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-02-24/flinders-ranges-communities-divided-overBasically, the initiative of this dump has been announced by the Howard Government since February 1998. 5 Following that, there have been also the reports of "Australia's uraniumGreenhouse friendly fuel for an energy hungry world" and the 2007 "Uranium Mining, processing, and Nuclear
Energy review Taskforce 2006"
introducing the importance for having nuclear energy in Australia in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the years to come. 6 For that reasons, the federal government plans to construct a nuclear reactor in Sydney and then dispose of the radioactive waste in the remote South Australia. 7 However, such a plan is still contentious in Australia up to date.
While it is true that the establishment of nuclear power may offer benefits to Australia, it has been criticized on the ground that nuclear reactor accidents are possible and inevitable. 
